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Electrostatics
Electric Charges; Conservation ofcharge. Coulonrb's larv-force between two point
charges^ forces betrveen multiple charges: .superposition principle and continuous
charge distribution.
Electric field, electric field due to a point charge. electric field lines: electric dipole,
electric field due to a dipole; torque on a dipole in uniform electric field.
Electric flux. statement of Gauss's theorem and its applications to find field due to
infinitel.v long straight rvire. uniformly charged infinite plane sheel and unilbmrly
charged thin spherical shell (field inside and outside).
Electric polential, potential difference, electric potential due 1o a point cliarge, a
dipole and system ofcharges; equipotential surlaces. electrical potential energl.ofa
system of two point charges and ofelectric dipole in an electrostatic field.
Conductors and insulators. free charges and bound charges inside a conduclor.
Dielectrics and electric polarisation. capacilors and capacilance. combination of
capacitors in series and in parallel, capacitance ofa parallel plate capacitor lvith and
without dielectric medium betr.een the plales, energl'stored in a capacitor.

Unit

II:

Current Electricity
Electric curent. flow of electric charges in a metallic conductor. drift velocity,
mobility and their relation with electric current; Ohm's law" eleclrical resistance. V-l
characteristics (linear and nonJinear), electrical energy and pou,er, electrical
resistivity and conductivity. Carbon resistors, colour code for carbon resistors: series
and parallel combinations ofresistors; ten.rperature dependence ofresistance.
Intemal resistarce ola cell. potential difference and emlof a cell. combination of
cells in series and in parallel.
Kirchlroff s larvs and simple applications. Wheatstone b dge. netre bridge.
Potentiomeler - principle and its applications to measure potential dilfelence and for
comparing enf of two cells; measurement of internal resistance of a cell.

Unit

III:

Magnetic Effects of Current and Magnetism
Concept of magnetic lleld, Oersted's expedment.
Biot - Savarl lau,and its applicalion to currenl carrfing cilcular loop.

Atrpere's lau'and its applications to infinitely long straight rvire. straighl and toroidal
solenoids.
Force on a moving charge in unifom, nragnetic and electric fields. Cyclolron.
Force on a cunent-can),ing conduclor in a unilbrm niagretic field. Force between
trvo parallel current-canying qonductors-definition of arnpere. Torque experienced b-v
a cun'ent loop in unifonn n.ragnetic field: moving coil galvanometer-its current
sensitivity and conversion to amnleter and voltmeter.

Cunent loop as a magnetic dipole and its magnetic dipole mornent. Magnetic dipole
moment of a revolving electron. Magnetic field intensity due to a magnetic dipole
(bar magnet) along its axis and perpendicular to its axis. Torque on a niagnetic dipole
(bar magnet) in a uniform magnetic field: bar magnet as an equivalenl solenoid.
magnelic field lines: Earth's rnagnetic field and magnelic elements. Para-, dia- and
l-erro - magnetic substances, u.ith examples. Electrorragnets and factors afiecting
their strengths. Permanent magnets.

Unit IV:

Electromagnetic lnduction and Alternating Currents
Electromagnelic induction; Faradal.''s larv. induced emf and current; Lenz's Law,
Eddy currents. Selfand nrutual inductance.
Need for displacenent cunent.
Alternating cufl'ents, peak and rnrs vatue of alternating current/voltage: reactance and
impedance: LC oscillations (qualitative lreatnent only), LCR series circuit, resonance:
por'r,er in AC circuits, wattless curent.
A(' generator and translormcr.

Unit V:

Electromagnetic waves
Displacement current, Electromagnetic w'aves and their characteristics (qualitative
ideas only). Transverse nature of electromagnelic rvaves.
Electromagnetic spectrum (radio rraves. nicrorvaves. inliared- visible, ultraviolet, Xrays, gamma rays) including elementary facts about their uses.

Unit VI:

Optics
Rellection of light, spherical mirrors" mirrol formula. Refraclion of light. total ntenial
reflection and its applications" optical fibres, refraction at spherical surfaces. lenses.
thin lens formula, lensmaker's fonnula. Magnification" power of a lens. combination
oilhin lenses in contact. Refraction ar.rd dispersion oflight through a prism.
Scattering of light - blue colour of the sky and reddish appearance of the sun at
sunrise and sunset.
Microscopes and astronomical telescopes (r'eflecting and refracting) and their
magnifyirg powers.
Wave oplics: rvave fror.rt and Huygens' principle. reflection and refraction of plane
['ave at a plane surface using uave fronts. Proof of laws of reflection and refraction
using l{u-vgens' principle.lnterference. Young's double slit experiment and
expression for lringe u,idth, coherent sources and sustained interlerence ol light.
Difliaction due to a single slit. width of central maximurn. Resoh,ing por.ver of
microscopes and astronomical telescopes. Polarisation. plane polarised lightl
Brervster's larv. uses ofplane polarised light and Polaroids.

Unit VII:

Dual Nature of Matter and Radiation
Dual nature of radiation. Photoelectric effect, Herlz and Lenard's observations:
Einstcin's photoelectric equation-particle nature of light.

Matter wa\.es-lvave nature

Unit

VIII:

of

parlicles. de Broglie relation. Davisson-Germer

experiment.

Atoms & Nuclei
Alpha-particle scatlering experiment; Rutherford's model

ol

atom: Bol.r model.

energy levels, h1.'drogen spectr.ltn.

of nucleus. atomic masses" isotopes. isobars; isotones.
Radioactivityalpha. bela and ganma pafiicles/rays and their properties; radioiictive
decay larv. Mass-energ1, relation. mass defect; binding energy per r.rucleon and its
variation n'ith mass number: nuclear fission. nuclear reactor, nuclear flision.
Composition and size

Unit

IX:

Electronic Devices
Se iconduc{ors: seniconductor diode

-

I-V characteristics in forward and

rer,erse

bias, diode as a reclit-rer: I-V characteristics of LED. photodiode, solar cell, and Zener
diode: Zener diode as a voltage regulator. Logic gates (OR. AND. NOT, NAND and
NOR).

